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Humans and animals face ever changing environment and make decisions by learning the contingencies between stimulus and their outcome. The current choice is not only affected by the

accumulated perception evidence but also influenced by past decisions. Confidence is considered as a process related to self-awareness. Some study report that several species besides

human are capable of confidence judgments, like macaques and rats. Also, many studies report that confidence can bias subsequent decision. In this study, we ask monkey to wait for a

certain amount of time on the selected stimuli as a wager for its own decision. We divided trials into reached and unreached trials. We found reached trials have a significantly higher

accuracy rate than unreached trials (p<0.01), which indicates that monkeys are more willing to wait when their responses were correct. We constructed a logistic general linear model to

estimate probability of the chosen stimuli. The probability on the current trial could be predicted by factors including reward, chosen side, picture identity, interactions of reward×side

and reward×picture of the preceding one trial. The reward and the reward×side interaction factors are significant predictor of the decision in next trial. Furthermore, the absolute

differential probability of chosen and unchosen stimuli was positively proportional to the waiting time of macaques on the same trial (two animals correlation coefficient are 0.32 and 0.44,

all p-values < 0.001). These results indicate that (1) rhesus monkeys’ waiting time can reflect the certainty of their own choices, and (2) as affected by whether the previous trial was

rewarded, the macaque will adjust its ongoing choices and the associated invested time.
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Abstract:

-A. Paradigm of reversal learning. Rule of stimuli-reward

reversed after monkeys reached a required correct rate in

last 20 trials. The required correct rate was randomly

chosen in 75%, 80%, 85%.

-B. Details and reward conditions of time wagering.

Only when the monkey chooses the correct picture and

waits enough (longer than trial-specific required time)

time will it be rewarded. The waiting time starts from

when one picture is selected until their hands leave the

screen.

1.Behavioral experiment:

2.Trial definition:

-C. Example of the distribution of required waiting time from monkey N. 

Figure shows the distributions of required time (black) and actual waiting time 

(green for correct and yellow for incorrect trials) of all sessions. For each 

monkey, the trial-specific required waiting time was randomly chosen from 

the pre-determined distribution.

-D. Trials were divided in reached and unreached trials, depended on whether 

the actual waiting time reached required waiting time for each trial.
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3.Model

3.Model fitting

3.Result

3.Model

- We run general linear model (GLM) analysis (Equation 1).

- We estimated the effect of last trial’s chosen image(Pict-1), reward outcome(Rt-1), chosen 

side (St-1), and interactions (Rt-1× St-1 , Rt-1× Pict-1) to predict which image will be 

chosen in this trial and probabilities of choosing them (P(At), P(Bt)).

- We run this model per animal per sessions. In this poster we show data of two monkeys 

and each monkey has 25 sessions.

(1)

-F. Accuracy differs between two types of trial. Reach trials(orange) have higher 

performance than unreach trials(blue), on monkey U (left, p<0. 05) and monkey N (right, 

p<0.001).

-G. Certainty about current choice positively correlated with monkeys’ waiting time. 

Certainty is measured by the absolute value of difference between predicted probability of 

two choice. Results are consistent on the two monkey (left, monkey U, Spearman 

correlation r = 0.32, p < 0.001; right, monkey N, Spearman correlation  r = 0.44, p < 0.001)
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-Significant effects of  preceding Reward and Pic*Reward  on the current choice of 

pictures (ps < 0.05). The box plot shows the quartiles of beta weights. Each dot represents 

corresponding GLM coefficient fitted on one session. Models run on each monkey 

separately, monkey U (left) and monkey N (right).
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